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Senator Giovanni Bersani founded CEFA in 1972, based on a 
European vision rooted in cooperative principles, thus identifying 
two operational areas for our NGO: training and agriculture. The 
theme of education is more relevant than ever, since not only the 
idea of Europe, which has accompanied us until today, seems to 
be in crisis, but also the idea of cooperation and solidarity between 
people. Based on CEFA’s guiding principles, men should learn 
to interact valuing different cultures. With a listening attitude 
and solidarity, CEFA operates and proposes to be evaluated once 
again this year through its social annual report. To achieve the 
objectives of international cooperation and development, which 
always seem to us insufficient compared to the needs, education 

The intent of this report is to provide both an economic-financial and a social insight of 
the projects supported by CEFA in Italy and abroad. The report highlights the activities 
carried out and the results achieved in continuity and consistency with the mission of 
the non-profit organization.In preparing the 2018 social annual report, we have followed 
the guidelines for the drafting of social annual reports destined to Third Sector entities, 
in compliance with art.14, paragraph 1 of the Legislative Decree 117/2017 and, with 
reference to social enterprises, with art. 9 paragraph 2 of Legislative Decree 112/2017.  
An exception was made with regard to the items “monitoring” and “deposit”, as to 
date the indications on monitoring are missing and there is no national register for the 
“deposit”. The need to adapt the Social Annual Report to the abovementioned guidelines 
is intended to be a valuable opportunity to improve and increase CEFA‘s culture of 
transparency towards its internal and external stakeholders - activists, members, 
partners and institutions.

In general, the 2018 Social Annual Report confirmed the methodological structure 
of the previous years. The focus has been on training, supported by our non-profit 
organization in the various projects that have seen it involved, as a tool through which 
to achieve a greater awareness of its own abilities, potentials and opportunities. 

The focus on human rights was developed by analyzing issues concerning above all 
the struggle against poverty, gender inequality, social exclusion and radicalism. Special 
attention was then dedicated to child protection and migration.

The projects have been organized by country and can be divided into three categories: 
projects in developing countries, among which figure also emergency interventions 
in Libya, and projects in Italy on global citizenship education. In the description of the 
projects, for those still in progress the focus in on their objectives, while for those 
already concluded, besides the objectives the report specificies the results achieved. To 
underline their added value, per each country the presentation of a project includes an 
interview to one of the beneficiaries. 

The fundraising figures refer to the amounts obtained through the activities of the 
communication and fundraising office. Other private funds contribute to the co-financing 
of CEFA’s project activities.

Education and training for freedom
Methodological note 

training

human rights

project

The financial report’s figures tell us that 2018 was a challenging 
year. We have gone from a volume of activities equal to € 
4,500,000 in 2017 to almost € 6,000,000 in 2018. Figures that 
mean we’ve had the opportunity to meet and help thousands 
more people, with whom we have built together a change with 
the common goal of fighting poverty and the lack of fundamental 
rights. 

Among the many projects implemented in 2018, I want to 
mention the project “Employ” with which we have trained 47,900 
Ethiopian smallholders through a “cascade” training system. 
The project trained the district agricultural extensionists who 
in return trained the village agricultural extensionists, who 
were then in charge of training the farmers. On what? On basic 
agricultural techniques that, when applied, improve the quantity 
and quality of agricultural productions. We feared that something 
could be lost along the various steps. We were satisfied instead 
of how the know-how acquired during the technical trainings 
was immediately put into practice with good results. Despite 47 
years of experience, once again, Africa surprises us and makes 
us understand, how people don’t want assistance, but ask for 
tools, one of which is training, to build oneself’s future based 
on the dignity of their work.

and training remain fundamental for CEFA. To educate today 
means to provide keys to understand history, our own 
and that of others, in which individuals and communities 
are protagonists within an integral ecological vision that 
embraces mankind and the planet. To train, be they farmers 
in Somalia or women livestock keepers in Mozambique, means 
today, as when CEFA was founded, to make people autonomous 
and free; members of a new society able to educate, so that 
freedom can prevail for every person. 

Raoul Mosconi, President of CEFA

More activities, more people supported
In 2018 we also continued to operate in Libya with projects 
helping both Libyans and migrants waiting to seek refuge in 
Europe. The European Union must change its policies if it does 
not want to be an accomplice of the inhuman facts happening 
there. In the hope that this will happen, we intervened by 
distributing essential goods for the basic necessities of those 
held in the detention centres run by the UN-recognised Libyan 
government. The implementation of this intervention was not 
without difficulties, but as long as political conditions do not 
change, we cannot remain spectators of this tragedy. 

It has been a year in which everything we have managed to 
accomplish was the result of a joint effort. First of all, of our 
expatriate staff on the field. In 2018 they were 39, operating 
along side our local staff, for a total of 171 people. A highly 
skilled group that shares our values and guarantees our 
operativeness despite all the difficulties they may encounter. We 
cannot forget our volunteers: the Board of Directors; those who 
helped realize the events in the squares of Bologna and Milan; 
so as many others. And finally our donors: we have done all we 
could to use everyone’s contribution in the most effective way, 
improving the lives of more than 220,000 people. Thanks to 
the commitment of all, we were able to allocate almost 90% of 
the donations directly to projects. Thank you!

Paolo Chesani, Director of  CEFA
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Valori
1. Sustainability
Is the ability to implement initiatives for the development 
of a territory: its purpose is to promote the capacity of local 
communities to take responsibility of project acitivities, so that 
they can continue and thrive, even once the presence of CEFA’s 
personnel in the country ends.

2. Empowerment 
Is the ability of the poorest communities to self-support 
themselves through projects focusing on agricultural training, 
craftsmanship, energy access, marketing capacities on local 
and international markets. CEFA believes that work is one of 
the most important dimensions of a human being. Through work 
also people can also contribute to the creation: they use existing 
resources to support themselves and their families.

3. Transparency
CEFA is not satisfied to just prepare the Social Annual Report and have 
it audited: CEFA presents it at Palazzo D’Accursio, the historic seat of 
the Municipality of Bologna. It is an appointment open to all those who 
wish to learn more about how funds are used, the past activities and 
the future programmes. The financial statement is published also on 
CEFA’s website. Moreover, offices are open and ready to welcome all 
those who are interested to learn more about the work carried out. 
Every year we offer a flight ticket as a prize to visit CEFA’s activities and 
projects in the world and become an eyewitness for all.

4. Sobriet
Sobriety is more than a managerial attitude, it represents 
our style of activity: sobriety and efficiency in the use and 
management of financial resources that the local, national and 
International community entrust to CEFA. We use approximately 
10% of our funds in management activities in Italy, allocating 
most of the resources to development projects.

5. Solidarity 
Solidarity is a profound ratio for CEFA. It is the “common recognition 
in so far as one recognises to be part of a common “we” well defined 
(...) to which is added the solidarity as reciprocity, understood as 
willingness to exchange, to interact: this reciprocity is made vital by 
a fundamental dimension, trust (...) which is a fragile and relatively 
rare capital.” (De Sadre, 2007). Solidarity in feeling the problem of 
the other on oneself and putting oneself to his side with loyalty and 
competence, without replacing him. 

Mission
CEFA - The Seed of Solidarity has been working for over 45 years to overcome hunger and poverty. It helps 
the world’s poorest communities in achieving food self-sufficiency and in ensuring the respect of their 
fundamental rights (education, work, gender equality, child protection). CEFA’s goal is to create models of 
sustainable development, able to ensure the growth of a territory, increased levels of well-being and a 
higher degree of resiliance to climate change, encouraging local communities to become the protagonists 
of their own development.

Vision
CEFA’s wish is that every person, in every part of the world, becomes a protagonist of development, so to be an 
active subject of democracy and peace.

The senator and member 
of the European Parlia-
ment Giovanni Bersani, 

skillful builder of huma-
nity and peace, founded 

CEFA ONLUS with the 
purpose of transferring 
training and skills to the 
most poor populations of 
the South of the world, 

so that they could beco-
me the agents of their 

own development.

Attention is given to the 
region of East Africa, 

especially Tanzania and 
Kenya, with the strategic 

goal of promoting 
the responsible 

partecipation of local 
communities. Activities 
start with agricultural 
development projects 

to give new work 
opportunities to the 

population.

Following the tragic 
events in Africa 

and in the Balkans, 
CEFA intervenes in 

Somalia, Albania and 
in the territories of 
former Yugoslavia 

(Bosnia Herzegovina) 
through agricultural 

development projects 
meant to provide work 
opportunities to local 

communities.

Following a meeting between 
Giovanni Bersani and the 

President of Tanzania Julius 
Nyerere, CEFA started 

intervening in this country. In 
the region of Iringa the first 
project of integrated rural 

development was launched 
with the purpose that the 

territory, its population and 
the institutions would learn 
how to act together for the 

sake of all.

1973 › 19741972 1975 › 1980 1992

In 2014 in Tunisia CEFA 
starts “Mare Nostrum: 
work, Mediterranean 
and migrations for a 

new social growth”. Here 
the local counterpart is 

strengthened as an actor 
of the civil society. In 2015 

the “Africa Milk Project” 
in Tanzania is awarded at 
the EXPO MILANO 2015 
as a world-wide BEST 

PRATICE.

CEFA intervenes in 
Libya, core of the 
current migration 

phenomenon. A new 
project is launched 

supporting the social 
and health system of 

Sebha, the main hotspot 
of criminal activities 

related to human 
trafficking. The goal 

was to support 4 basic 
health centers.

The attention is focused on 
the role of women In Africa. 
The projects want to fight 
gender inequalities and 

facilitate women’s access 
tot he labour market. 

In Italy CEFA starts 
the project “Facciamo 

tombola!“ (”Bingo“), which 
analyzes the relationship 
between social exclusion 
and the rise of forms of 

xenophobia.

Through the intervention in 
Ethiopia, a country devastated 
by famine and drought, CEFA 

wants to provide local farmers 
with technical tools to enable 

them to face climate 
changes and improve 

agricultural production and 
the marketing potential 
of their products, so that 
they can earn from their 

agricultural activities may 
live in dignity.

20162014 › 2015 2017 2018

Since the beginning for the well-being of all

The intervention of CEFA 
in the Mediterranean 
region starts with the 
first agro-livestock 

and social project in 
Morocco, in the area of 
Settat, in the center of 

the country, where most 
of Moroccans migrants 

come from.

In 2005, the first projects 
related to justice aiming 
to protect the human 

rights of prisoners 
are launched in Kenya. 
In 2007, instead, the 

Njombe milk factory is 
inaugurated in Tanzania, 

in the South of the 
country, an important 

project in the dairy sector 
involving the schools of 

the district. 

Following the outbreak 
of the Arab Spring 

protests and with the 
intensification of the crisis 
in the Mediterranean area, 

CEFA starts intervening 
in Tunisia. With the 

REMIDA 2 project, CEFA 
supports the assisted 
voluntary repatriation 
of those who have no 

longer a legal situation 
in Italy.  

At the beginning of the new 
millennium the first projects 
with the Mayan populations 
of Quiché, Guatemala, are 
launched. Girls receive 

scholarships with which 
they are granted access 

to school, providing them an 
alternative to being relegated 

at home to carry out 
domestic chores. In this way 

they learn to emancipate 
themselves.

2000 › 20011998 2005 › 2007 2010 › 2011
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CEFA in 
the world

GUATEMALA
Local staff: 3
Expatriate staff: 1
Civil Service Volunteers: 2

ECUADOR
Local staff: 10
Expatriate staff: 3
Civil Service Volunteers: 2

MOROCCO
Local staff: 9
+1 local volunteer
Expatriate staff: 7
Civil Service Volunteers: 2

TUNISIA
Local staff: 11
Expatriate staff: 8
Civil Service Volunteers: 2

ETIOPIA
Local staff: 5
Expatriate staff: 2

ITALIA
Staff in Italy: 15
Volunteers at headquarter: 186
Volunteers at branch offices: 118
Civil Service Volunteers at headquarters: 3
Trainees in Italy: 22

TANZANIA
Local staff: 25
Expatriate staff: 6
Civil Service Volunteers: 3

SOMALIA
Local staff: 12
Expatriate staff: 2
from Nairobi

MOZAMBICO
Local staff: 46
Expatriate staff: 7
Civil Service Volunteers: 2

39
PROJECTS IN 2018

11
COUNTRIES
INCLUDED ITALY  

220.388
DIRECT BENEFICIARIES

EMPLOYEES 
IN ITALY: 15

LOCAL STAFF  
(DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES): 171

EXPATRIATE 
STAFF: 39

TOTAL CEFA 
STAFF: 225

VOLUNTEERS AT 
HEADQUARTER: 186

VOLUNTEERS AT BRANCH 
OFFICES: 118

CIVIL SERVICE 
VOLUNTEERS: 20

KENYA
Local staff: 48
Expatriate staff: 6
Civil Service Volunteers: 4

LIBIA
Local staff: 2
Expatriate staff: 3
da Tunisi

CEFA HEADQUARTERS
Via Lame 118 › 40122 Bologna

AMICI DEL CEFA association
SAN LAZZARO
Via Bertelli 1 40068 San Lazzaro 
di Savena (Bo)
MODENA CEFA association
Via Marzaglia 164 › 41123 
Modena 

CEFA MOROCCO
1. 2, Rue Maoussil APT 7 RT
022 Centre Ville - 10000 Rabat
2. CEFA Oriental: 22 Rue Karzaz, 
Hay El Massira, 60010 Oujda

CEFA TUNISIA
1. 71, Avenue Alain SavaryBloc C
4ème étage, N° C41 _Tunis
2. 27, Rue Ibn Jazar, Tabarka 8110, 
Jendouba

CEFA LYBIA
71, Avenue Alain SavaryBloc C
4ème étage, N° C41 - Tunis

CEFA KENYA AND SOMALIA
General Mathenge - West land
P.O. Box 1498 - 0060 Sarit - Nairobi

CEFA MOZAMBIQUE
Ex - Unop - Vila de Caia
Provincia di Sofala
2. RuaRenato Baptista n. 700 R/C
2100 - Beira - Provincia di Sofala

CEFA ETHIOPIA
Sevita Building, Africa Avenue, 
Room No 4/C, Addis Abeba
P.O. BOX 16035

CEFA TANZANIA
Old Bagomoyo road - Mikocheni B
P.O. BOX 8055 - Dar ed Salaam

CEFA GUATEMALA
1° Avenida0-32 Zona 5
S.ta Cruz del Quichè

CEFA ECUADOR
1. Calle Guayas 24/46 y Venezuela 
Nueva Loja (Lago Agrio)
2. Av. Eloy Alfaro y Amazonas 
Edificio MAG Dirección 
de Planificación, 1er piso - Quito
3. Av. 9 de Octubre s/n y Elicer 
Hidalgo MAG Dirección Distrital 
Agropecuaria de Chimborazo
Riobamba
4. v. Ramos Iduarte 208 y Chile 
BanCODESARROLLO (FEPP)  
Portoviejo
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
CEFA recognizes the human person as a value 
and feels the obligation to protect not only the 
communities, but also all its stakeholders: members, 
funders, suppliers, employees, expatriate staff, local 
staff, national and international institutions with 
whom we collaborate, project partners, foundations, 
but also families supporting us, groups of volunteers, 
local communities and the community as a whole. The 
first engagement with our stakeholders is for CEFA 
to apply strict procedures to ensure the effective use 
of the resources we are entrusted. These funds are 
intended for the achievement of the goals pursued 
through international cooperation projects.

The witness
Carlo Costalli, president of the Christian Movement 
Workers (MCL - Movimento Cristiano Lavoratori), as 
a stakeholder, tells us why the Movement supports 
CEFA.

“Faith without works would be vain, but above all the 
poor cannot wait and everyone is called to do their 
part.” Thus, President Carlo Costalli recalls MCL’s 
commitment to support the initiatives that promote 
human rights’ protection, people’s dignity, access to 
food, work and energy. “We will particularly committed 
in supporting the right to work: supporting in this CEFA 
really contributes to give dignity to everyone. All of us 
must be placed in the condition to access the resources 
necessary to lead a worthy life, to be the creator of 
your own future in your own country.

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING

Senator Giovanni Bersani
FOUNDER

Francesco Tosi
Roberto Zanzucchi
Afro Stecchezzini

Gut Giovanni
Lucia Costa

Board of Directors BOARD OF AUDITORS
Roberto Rizzoli Pres.

Ivanoe Tozzi
Golinelli Massimo

PRESIDENT
Patrizia Farolini e 

Raoul Mosconi da ottobre 2018

GENERAL MANAGER
Paolo Chesani

ITALY GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP 
EDUCATION

Andrea Tolomelli 
Giovanni Guidi

Aloys Rutakamize
Miriam Ferrieri

Stefano Malevolti

LATIN AMERICA
 ECUADOR

GUATEMALA
Alice Fanti

Federica Zito

NORTH AFRICA
TUNISIA

MAROCCO
LIBIA

Andrea Tolomelli

SUBSAHARIAN AFRICA
TANZANIA

Dario De Nicola

ETIOPIA
Alice Fanti

KENYA - SOMALIA
MOZAMBICO

Luciano Centonze
Elena Incatasciato

MANAGEMENT CONTROL
Paolo Chesani ADMINISTRATION

Maurizio Tarozzi
Elena Venturoli

COMUNICATION, FUND RAISING 
and SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 

Giovanni Beccari
Giulia Maria Fiorita

Sara Laurenti
Irene Torre
Elisa Lolli

SECRETARIAT
Rosa Cicala

Ornella Martinetto

HUMAN RESOURCES
Marco Benassi
Luca Rondini

Sergio Trocchi

*CEFA declares to have respected the principle of not exceeding a ratio of 1:8 in its employees’ pay levels, calculated on the basis of gross annual earnings.
**CEFA applies the national collective labour contract of development cooperation NGOs which was agreed upon with the trade unions.
*** Both the Board of Directors and the Board of Auditors provide their services free of charge.

MANAGEMENT, OVERSIGHT 
AND TRANSPARENCY

(Law n.231/2001)
Gaetano Geranio

PRIVACY
DPO E-Olo rif. int

SECURITY Law n.626 and 81/2009
RSPP Giovanni De Luca

Patrizia Farolini e 
Raoul Mosconi since October 2018  

President
Vera Negri Zamagni Vice Pres.

Luciano Sita Vice Pres.
Lorenzetti Marco
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MOZAMBIQUE
Project:  

Africa Hand Project
1

Project:

Sowing for Africa

“Thanks to CEFA’s intervention I was able 
to follow a food safety training course 
in the neighborhood where I live. I have 
two children of 3 and 5 years of age and 
I came into contact for the first time with 
the nutritionists of the project during a 
check up visit for my daughter, who had 
intestinal problems. On the first day of 
the training I received basic information 
on food hygiene and nutrition and I 
understood the importance of purifying 
water before drinking and storing dishes 
in a dry and clean place. I started a series 
of meetings with one of the experts, 
which allowed me to improve the hygienic 
conditions of my house. I realized that 
with little money I could modify my eating 
habits and improve cleanliness and 
therefore the quality of the environment 

Josefa Lourdes Felipe, 
beneficiary of the project and resident in the neighborhood of Munhava

in which I live. The first thing I did during 
the training was to create a drainer so 
to not keep the dishes on the floor and 
I’m currently building wood shelves for 
storing the food. I am persuading my 
husband to rehabilitate our latrine so that 
our children can live in a healthier and 
cleaner environment“.

A VOICE from Mozambique

2

The project aims to reduce poverty and improve health conditions 
of the vulnerable population. There are three areas of intervention: 
zootechnical, agricultural related to food security and nutritional 
education. In the livestock sector, the project promotes technical 
knowledge among livestock keepers so to help them increase 
and improve their milk production. In the agricultural sector we 
want to find sustainable solutions to increase the production 
of beans, corn, vegetables, irish potatoes and sweet potatoes, 
with the purpose of supporting our beneficiaries in both varying 
their diet and increasing their income. In the primary schools and 
rural communities the principles of a healthy and correct diet 
are being promoted. A specific training course was developed for 
300 primary school teachers in order to raise awareness among 
30,000 students. The project involves also the health centers 
where women go to check the nutritional status of their children. 
In these centers 5,000 women and children have been trained on 
food education. Through theoretical-practical lessons and home 
visits, the staff verifies benficiaries’ acquisition of new skills.

Africa Hand Project  

Donors › AICS, GRANAROLO, CEFA, CHIESA VALDESE, Consiglio 
dei Ministri RV - Venturoli e Federunacoma
Partners › CAM (Consorzio Associazioni con il Mozambico), 
Fondazione per lo sviluppo delle comunità, Direzione Provinciale 
di Agricoltura e Sicurezza Alimentare, Unione provinciale degli 
agricoltori (UPC), Direzione Generale Agricoltura- divisione 
Caccia e Pesca Regione Emilia-Romagna, Comune Reggio 
Emilia, Fondazione E35, FEDERUNACOMA, COOPERMONDO e 
GRANAROLO
Duration › 36 mesi

farmers 
and 200 
livestock 
keepers 
beneficiaries

1200 primary 
school 
teachers

300 students 
beneficiaries

30
mila

Original project title
Africhand Project - Food Security: Strengthening of the Agro-
Zootechnical sector in the Provinces of Gaza and Sofala – 
Mozambique - SALSA

1

Expatriate staff and Civil Service Volunteers › 
Marica Maramieri, Elisa Fiorentini, Noemi Ronsini, 
Guido Manneschi, Sheila Manca
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of sesame seeds 
distributed

beehives delivered   148 7000
kg

The project aims to improve farmers’ and beekeepers’ skills 
in the district of Caia, in the province of Sofala, in order to 
increase sesame, honey and vegetable production. Farmers 
are followed from sowing to marketing of their produce, while 
beekeepers receive bee-keeping kits (gloves, overalls, etc.) 
and modern beehives that do not kill bees as was the case in 
the past when using traditional honey-harvesting techinques. 
Furthermore, to improve the living conditions of smallholders, 
associations have been consolidated and savings and credit 
practices have been promoted. In parallel, trainings on nutrition 
are being held and good hygiene practices are being promoted.

Sowing for 
Africa     

Donors › Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, EU, Avendo Srl, CEFA, Ls 
Lexjus Sinacta Bologna, COOP Alleanza 3.0, Iconsulting Srl, 
Melamangio SpA, F.lli Zucchini Srl
Partners › CAM (Consorzio Associazioni con il Mozambico), 
COOPERMONDO, SDAE (Serviço Distritual Actividades Economicas), 
CDAC (Centro de Desenvolvemento Agropecuario de Caia) 
Duration › 48 months

Original project title
Sesame, Vegetables & Honey: Reinforcement of the primary 
sector in the District of Caia, Mozambique – SOMiCa 

2
MOZAMBIQUE
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Due to the absence or inadequacy of a waste management 
system, in 2017 CEFA intervened in Tanzania with projects 
in the environmental sector. In 2018 a handcraft workshop 
recycling plastic was launched in the village of Matembwe. 
The workshop involves 6 vulnerable women, who were first 
made aware on the environmental damages caused by a 
mismanagement of solid waste. The group was then trained in 
the production of various items made from recycled materials. 
The project aims to safeguard the environment and the health 
of rural communities in the district of Njombe, situated in the 
southern part of the country. Moreover, it aims to promote in 
the area the principals of the circular economy: the population 
is urged to reduce the amount of waste it generates while 
seeking sustainable methods for recycling it.
 

TANZANIA Project:  

The environmental issue1

“The CEFA seminar, held in the village 
where I live, has taught me that I must not 
throw away rubbish or burn it near home, 
because the smoke caused from plastic 
is harmful for both me and my children. 
I have understood that plastic has a 
value and that it can be used to produce 
items that can be sold. At the workshop I 
immediately felt welcomed by the group. 
I’ve had the chance to meet women 
who live my same difficulties. I have the 
opportunity to make myself useful for 
the entire community. The products we 
realize at the the THAMANI workshop are 
sold in Tanzania and abroad and parts 
of the proceeds are used to finance an 
awareness raising campaign focused on 
environment protection. The income I 
earn allow me to live a dignified life. My 

Scholastica Matamwa, 
beneficiary of the handcraft workshop THAMANI

husband is disabled and since he cannot 
work, I’m the one bringing money at 
home. I can pay for his medical visits and 
I have also started raising small animals. 
The training made me more aware of 
the damage caused by man not only to 
the environment, but also to himself. I 
discovered that the waste I would have 
thrown before can instead be useful not 
only for me and the women I work with, 
but for all the inhabitants of the village. 
Everyone should know that the smoke 
generated from burning plastic is harmful. 
I hope that CEFA will continue its trainings 
in the villages and that our workshop can 
continue to recycle more waste for the 
beneif of more people.” 

A VOICE from TANZANIA

The environmental issue: 
the waste management 
system 

Donors › CEFA
Partner › Local Authorities (Health Department), MVC
Duration › 12 months

plastic waste 
bins installed 
in the village of 
Matembwe

vulnerable women 
involved

6 68

Original project title: THAMANI - Value, not waste

Project:

All inclusive
2

Project:

Energy is life3

Project:

The agricultural sector
4

Project:

The land market
5

Project:

Our rights
6

7

Project:
Overcome 
malnutrition

1

Expatriate staff and Civil Service 
Volunteers › 
Nadia Barelli, Fabrizio Colombelli, 
Gabriele Maneo, Maddalena Bucciarelli, 
Giovanni Spata, Alessandra Scomazzon, 
Nicola Stenico, Alex Osabuohien Frizzi, 
Silvia Santamaria.
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In Dar es Salaam people with disabilities are relegated to the 
margins of society, as they are generally excluded from economic, 
political and social activities. In a context of poverty and lack of 
specialized healthcare structures, the project aims to improve 
people with disabilities’ quality of life by adopting a community-
based rehabilitation approach. There are three areas of 
intervention: medical rehabilitation, economic empowerment and 
social-educational inclusion. Specifically, CEFA is engaged in the 
implementation of vocational training courses followed by a 
period of apprenticeship in private companies. Trainees are in 
this way assisted in starting a carrer as cooks, cleaners, gardeners 
or beauticians. Moreover, the project foresees the realization of 
awareness raising campaigns focused on the issues of educational 
and work inclusion.

All inclusive  

Donors › AICS, Otto per mille della Chiesa Valdese, 
Fondazione Alta Mane, CEFA e MCL Nazionale
Partner › Comunità Solidali nel Mondo, CO.P.E., CCBRT, ATE
Duration › 39 months

inclusivity 
school clubs 
established

people with 
disabilities 
trained

120 15

Original project title
ALL INCLUSIVE: A multi-sectoral initiative fostering the inclusion 
of people with disabilities within the Dar es Salaam community

The project was realized in 8 villages in the Lupembe area, in 
the southwest of the country, with the aim to provide access 
to renewable, reliable and affordable energy to the local 
population. Electricity is produced by 2 hydroelectric power 
plants and is then distributed through a mini-grid composed by 
over 90 km of medium and low voltage lines. More than 1,200 
users have been connected to the grid, including households, 
businesses and public service providers such as schools, 
health dispensaries and aqueducts. The project aims to 
further expand the distribution network in order to reach new 
villages and hamlets.

Energy is life 

Donors › Autonomous Province of Trento, Matembwe Village 
Company Ltd -MVC, REA, CEFA, Chemicalab Srl, Corti Foundation, 
Savaré I.C. Srl
Partners › Matembwe Village Company Ltd and Solidarietà Alpina
Duration › 24 months

Original project title
Fostering rural electrification in Lupembe Division - District of Njombe  
 

road 
junction 
boxes 
built 

120 connections 
realized

118meters 
of low 
voltage 
line 
realized

660

2

3

The project aims to promote the training of disadvantaged young people and improve their living conditions by launching a series of 
income generating activities. In particular, we want to strengthen the professional and technical skills of young farmers in the 
District of Kilolo, to promote the sustainable development of the local agricultural sector and improve the level of food security. For 
this purpose the Dagaba Institute of Agriculture was equipped with new didactic equipment including a didactic/experimental plot, 
laboratories for veterinary and agronomic analysis, agricultural equipments and machineries. These actions allowed the organization 
of seminars on greenhouse farming, the correct use of chemical fertilizers, horticulture and small animal husbandry. Furthermore, 
we want to professionalize young artists of Dar es Salaam coming from vulnerable backgrounds so that they can earn a living 
from their talent. In this regard a capacity building program has been realized through participatory theater, music / art / clown 
therapy and management training.

Improving the agricultural sector and 
providing opportunities for young people 4

TANZANIA

Donors › CEI, CEFA, Circolo Lavoratori Coprob, Emilbanca
Partners › MAWAKI e ASEDEVA
Duration › 36 months

indirect 
beneficiaries

direct 
beneficiaries

3.500 15.000 

Original project title
Agri-Culture: Art and Rural Development, opportunities for 
Tanzanian youth in Kilolo and Dar es Salaam
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Every month in a shopping centre in Dar es Salaam a market 
of smallholders producers takes place. The project intends to 
highlight the quality and certification of the products sold 
and emphasize the role of small producers by supporting 
them in accessing to new markets. In 2018 the project saw the 
participation of 53 producers from different regions of Tanzania. 
The market receives an average of 500 visits per month and 
represents an opportunity of visibility also for the Njombe Milk 
Factory.

The farmers‘ market 
in Dar es Salaam  

5

The persecution of people with albinism is a phenomenon 
affecting 25 African countries. In Tanzania the incidence of 
mutilations and killings of albinos is particularly high and 
represents one of the countries‘ main challenges with regard 
to the violation of human rights. These violent crimes are often 
the consequence of myths and superstitions. Ignorance and 
witchcraft contributed to the spread of beliefs according to which 
people with albinism have healing powers and possessing parts 
of their bodies can grant luck and success. The project aims to 
fight ignorance, discrimination and impunity by strengthening 
legal protection and raising civil society’s awareness on the 
condition of people with albinism in Tanzania.

Our rights 

Donors › Dipartimento di Stato americano, Under The Same Sun, 
CEFA, MCL Nazionale 
Partners › UTSS (leader), GRNC
Duration › 12 months

indirect 
beneficiaries

direct 
beneficiaries

3.500 15.000 

Original project title
Haki Yetu: Fighting discrimination and violence against people with 
Albinism

6

Overcoming malnutrition 
The project intends to fight malnutrition and improve the living 
conditions of the inhabitants of the District of Kilolo. There are 
three intervention strategies: training and technical assistance to 
improve farming and animal husbandry practices, access to 
fertilizers and the provision of services such as storage and 
processing of agricultural products and raising awareness 
on the importance of a healthy and balanced diet. Through 
technical trainings we want to reduce post-harvest losses and 
increase food availability. To this regard the project supports the 
Kilolo Service Center for the storage and packaging of cereals. 
This was possible thanks to the support of Menù S.r.l. that enabled 
all the farmers in the area to access to the above-mentioned 
services.

7

TANZANIA

Donors › : Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri e Menù S.r.l.
CEFA, MCL Provinciale Bologna, Parrocchia San Pietro in 
Chiugiana, Cafa Srl
Local Partner  › MAWAKI 
Duration › 12 months

Kits for vegetable 
gardens and small farms 
distributed to 5 schools 
and 150 families

direct 
beneficiaries

3500

Original project title
Tackling malnutrition in Kilolo District  

Donors › UE, WFP (World Food Programme), CEFA 
Duration › 72 months

producers 
involved

53 suppliers 
of raw 
materials

1500markets 
realized

10

Original project title
Oysterbay Farmers Market
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KENYA
Project:  

Kitui
1

Project:

Juvenile justice

Project:

Restoring justice

“I’ve always been working in livestock-
keeping and agricultural activities, but 
before CEFA’s training, business was not 
going well, as competition was getting 
stronger. Once trained, I acquired modern 
techniques in beekeeping and business 
management and I became head of the 
community organization that, supported 
by CEFA, is helping local beekeepers 
process their honey. Thanks to modern 
beekeeping techniques, which represent 
an alternative to the traditional method 
of setting fire under the trees hosting 
the beehives, which usually resulted in 
the death of the bees, communities have 
learned to overcome their fear of working 
with bees, allowing many of us, including 
women, to get involved in the production 
of this precious resource. I thank CEFA for 

Mutemi, 46 years, farmer 
Manager of the honey processing unit in Kitui County 

allowing me to deepen my knowledge 
in the field of business management, 
which is essential for starting a small 
activity. I was able to increase my 
income and improve the living conditions 
of my family. I believe that cooperation 
should continue to focus on training in 
modern farming techniques to ensure a 
continuous increase in production.”

A VOICE from Kenya

2

3

The project has improved the socio-economic conditions of the 
agro-pastoral communities of Kitui County. In a context of high 
drought risk, three intervention strategies were used: access 
to water, support to agriculture and beekeeping and the 
commercialization of honey, sorghum and mungo beans. 20 
sand-filtering dams have been built for the storage of water, 
conservative farming techniques have been promoted to prevent 
soil damages and a microcredit system has been introduced. 
To increase the production of honey, beekeepers have been 
trained on modern beekeeping techniques through the use of 
“Langstroth“ hives. For the commercialisation of honey, sorghum 
and mungo beans, producers are organised in groups headed 
by a marketing manager.

Support to Kitui farmers 
and beekeepers  

Donors › AICS, UE, CEFA, Eridania Italia Spa, Assosementi, 
Tu Italia Srl, Telema Spa 
Partner › SASOL
Duration › 48 months

beekeeper 
beneficiaries

farmers 
beneficiaries

3400 200

Original project title
Kitui - Strengthening livelihood of rural agro-pastoralist in Kitui 
East sub county, Kitui County, Kenya

1

Expatriate staff and Civil Service Volunteers › 
Marco Vacirca, Marco G. Demilato, Riccardo Bubbolini, 
M.Vittoria Azzarello, Simone Cicolin.
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Donors› AICS, CEFA, Fondazione G. Bersani
Partners › Fondazione l’Albero della Vita, CEFA, CCA (Collective 
Community Action), Istituto don Calabria, AICS (African Institute 
for Child Studies), Department of children Services, Department 
of Probation and Aftercare, National Police Service, Kenya Prison 
Service
Duration › 36 months

KENYA

The project is addressed to boys and girls in conflict with the 
law in Kenya and wants to promote and protect their rights 
through a reform of the juvenile justice system. The pillars of 
our intervention are three: protection of children’s rights in 
children statutory institutions, their reintegration in their 
communities and families of origin or in foster care, proposing 
alternative resolutions of disputes and the introduction 
and implementation of restorative justice. The alternative 
resolution of disputes foresees the intervention of an impartial, 
neutral and objective third party that encourages, assists and 
facilitates the resolution of the case. With restorative justice, 
instead, we want to promote reconciliation between parties and 
responsabilize those who offended rather than proceeding to 
their punishment and stigmatization.

Reforming the juvenile 
justice system     

minors detained in statutory 
institutions - direct 
beneficiaries  

12.231

Original project title: 
APRIRE: Foster Care, Prevention, Rehabilitation and Reintegration 
for a Future for Vulnerable Children in Kenya

2

Donors › UE, CEFA, Fondazione G. Bersani
Partners › Faraja Foundation, LRF (Legal Resources Foundation), Kituo 
Cha Sheria, KNCHR (Kenya National Commission on Human Rights) 
Duration › 30 mesi  

The project promotes structural reforms to guarantee the 
respect and promotion of human rights and to prevent abuses 
and violations within the criminal justice system in Kenya. The 
intent is to fill the gaps in the management and coordination 
activities of the local actors intervening in the field of human 
rights. These gaps limit the effectiveness and efficiency of 
monitoring mechanisms and the implementation of the United 
Nations programs and conventions against torture. A number 
of measures have been adopted to prevent different forms of 
maltreatment, remedy to the damages caused to the victims 
and counter the impunity of the responsibles of violations 
through the creation of legal aid and health care networks. In 
addition, a national plan is forseen to effectively implement the 
United Nations programs and conventions against torture and to 
strengthen the national security authorities in accordance with 
the Constitution of Kenya.

Restoring justice

trained police 
officers

699 people 
sensitized on 
human rights

206.327 

Original project title: 
IMARISHA HAKI: Protecting and promoting human rights reforms 
within the criminal justice system in Kenya

3
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ETHIOPIA
Project:

For collective wellbeing

Project:

Inclusion of women and young 
people

"I live in the village of Sere Esho. My 
name is Alemitu Mutie, I’m 35 old with 5 
children. Before CEFA‘s training, here in 
the area of Wolaita, in southern Ethiopia, 
I cultivated the land of my family and with 
the harvest I was able to feed my loved 
ones, but nothing more. Thanks to the 
tools and to the training received from 
CEFA, I was able for the first time to sell 
my products at the market. I learned 
how to prepare the soil before sowing, 
the optimal spacing of seeds and plants 
so to use the land and the seeds in the 
most efficient way and, above all, I have 
learnt the importance of the rotation of 
crops, in order to exhaust the soil. Today, 
I bring most of the harvest to the market, 
so I can earn an income. I can buy what 
we are missing at home, like medicines, 

Alemitu Mutie, 35 years, woman farmer 

and I can send my children to school. 
Thanks to the training, together with a 
group of six families, we have started 
cultivating a common land, previously 
uncultivated. We were able to sow new 
crops, such as cabbage, from which we 
earned approximately 230 euros, a good 
sum for us farmers. I would have never 
wanted to leave my land, but I didn’t know 
how to grow more and better. CEFA has 
helped me to achieve this desire and I 
am grateful to all the operators who 
supported me. Sometimes, however, this 
kind of training does not take into account 
the numerous commitments we have as 
women, always divided between home 
and work. These training experiences 
should be accessible to other women 
farmers in my area”.

A VOICE from Ethiopia

The project has improved the life 
conditions of the population of 100 
villages in the area of Wolaita, a densely 
populated rural region in the South 
of the country, where agriculture is 
limited to subsistence. The project has 
consolidated the capabilities of the 
local agricultural extensionists and 
community leaders of the districts, 
who transmitted their knowledge and 
skills to 47,900 farmers. Along with 
the beneficiaries, project staff identified 
new agricultural practices meant to 
better adapt to climate change: low 
impact irrigation systems, revolving 
funds for small rural investments and 
experimental plots. The improvement of 
the agricultural production and yields has 
allowed farmers to access new economic 
resources, which have been fundamental 
to invest in health and education and to 
look at migration as a choice and not a 
necessity.

Improving agricultural production 
for the collective well-being 

youth 
cooperatives 
facilitated in 
market access

349 women trained 
out of a total of 
47.900 farmers

9146distributed 
to 17 
microcredit 
cooperatives

169mila
euro

Donors › Ministero dell’Interno, CEFA
Partners › CCA, Unilink, SGAID, National Institute for Microcredit, ANSPC, WODA Wolaita 
Development Association (local counterpart)
Duration› › 21 months

Title of the project  › Employ 

Project:

The role of women

1

2

3

1

Expatriate staff › 
Alberto Moia, Laura Benetton
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The project responds to some of the country's greatest 
challenges: poverty, gender inequalities and the exodus towards 
urban areas, by creating opportunities for decent work and 
access to income for women and young people of the rural 
areas of Ethiopia. The three areas of intervention are East Tigray, 
West Oromia and Hadiya, areas with high poverty rates, social 
exclusion and high risk of unintended and illegal emigration. To 
counter gender inequality the project invests on 6 groups of 
agro-business women, willing to produce and to place high 
nutritional value foods on the local market.

Inclusion of women and 
young people in rural areas 

Donors › Emilia-Romagna Region, CEFA  
Partners › Shellala Beekeepers Association, CISP, MOXA   
Associazione Modena per gli altri Onlus, Parma per gli Altri ONG, 
Comune di Parma
Duration › 12 months

young people 
and women 
trained

Farmer 
Field 
Schools

6 600

Original project title 
JOB4ALL- Creating decent work opportunities for women and 
young people of rural areas in Ethiopia

ETIOPIA

In Ethiopia CEFA intends to promote a process of self-development of rural communities for the collective 
well-being. The project aims to stimulate household-level economy in the Woreda District of Cheha with 
production and food processing activities and social protection. It focuses on the role of women through 
the identification of the real needs of three women's cooperatives. Based on an individual reinforcement 
plan, specific technical trainings are carried out on productive or processing aspects, on post-harvest 
treatments and on market access. Through training courses, addressed to teachers and local staff, awareness 
is raised on the importance of agricultural work, on gender equality, on food as a source of health and on 
respect for the environment.

The role of women for the good of all  

Project title 
W4C - WOMEN 4 COMMUNITY.
Support to women farmers for the 
well-being of the whole community

Donors › Regione Emilia- Romagna, CEFA ed Ethical Banking
Partners › Arca di Noè Società Cooperativa Sociale, EmCS Ethiopian Catholic Church 
Social and Development Commision Branch - Coordination office of Emdibir Eparchy, 
L’Albero della Vita Onlus Foundaton, Centro di Volontariato Internazionale
Duration › 12 months 

women 
with new 
competences 
and new
incomes

903 indirect 
beneficiaries

450rural 
cooperatives 
assisted

2

3
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SOMALIA
Project:  

More sesame, more honey
1

Project:

Increasing income

"Thanks to CEFA’s training, I had the 
chance to improve my knowledge in 
the field of agriculture and increase 
my income, allowing me to conduct a 
dignified life. We, farmers of the District 
of Jowhar, have learned irrigation and 
fertilization techniques with natural 
inputs, which allowed us to increase 
land productivity and use less water. 
With CEFA’s support and thanks to the 
rehabilitation of water canals I had 
access to a secure source of water, which 
allowed me to increase the productivity 
of my family’s land. Before this support 
I used to flood my fields during the rainy 
season; now, with the new irrigation 
techniques I’ve acquired, I am able to 
manage the resources and harvest 
higher yields. I hope that this project will 

Osman Yusuf Ahmed, 
agricoltore nel villaggio di Barey, distretto di Jowhar 

continue, so that an increasing number 
of vulnerable people, struggling to 
survive, can improve their life conditions. 
International cooperation is fundamental 
for us, because it allows us to get 
assistance and training to prevent these 
precarious situations".

A VOICE from Somalia

2

In Somalia, 4.4 million people live in conditions of misery and 
in need of humanitarian aid due to scarcity of food, water 
and medical care. Drought severely affects the agricultural 
production of rural communities. The project is implemented in 
the District of Jowhar, in the Middle Shabelle Region, with the 
aim of promoting economic development within the agricultural 
sector to improve the level of food security among rural 
communities. The rehabilitation of irrigation canals is planned 
to improve water access and increase agricultural production. 
In particular, the project intervenes in the value chain of sesame, 
a climate resistant crop very adapt for the area, which is 
characterized by both droughts and floods. Moreover, it supports 
the production of vegetables with high nutritional content, with 
the intent of diversifying rural communities’ sources of income. 
have of Modern beekeeping practices have been introduced 
to increase income opportunities and ensure safety against 
the risks of related to traditional beekeeping techniques.

More sesame, more honey  1

In the Lower Shabelle Region, in south-central Somalia, 
climate change in recent years has deeply affected agricultural 
production, compromising farmers’ lives. The project has 
4 components: peaceful conflict prevention and resolution, 
rehabilitation of water infrastructures, construction of alternative 
water sources and increase of agricultural productivity. Water 
infrastructures are intended to facilitate irrigation using the 
main water sources present in the area: the Primo Secondary 
Canal and the Shabelle River. This leads to the establishment of 
a sustainable irrigation system meant to ensure that farmers 
in the region can access water and improve their harvests. In 
order to increase productivity, the diversification of crops and the 
use of modern agronomic techniques is promoted so to increase 
income and improve beneficiaries’ living conditions.

To increase the income  2

Donors › Somalia Stability Fund (SSF) and cofinancing of the 
Emilia-Romagna Region (RER) for the component on Nutrition 
Sensitive Agriculture and prevention of malnutrition 
Partner › Ministry of Agriculture of the Federal State 
of Hirshabelle
Duration › 20 mesi

sesame 
farmers 
supported

900 beneficiaries:  
unemployed 
young people, 
women and 
internally displaced 
people supported 
in the production 
of crops with high 
nutritional content

300 women 
beneficiaries 
in the 
beekeeping 
sector  

25

Original project title
Economic Development and Livelihood Support for women, youth 
and rural households in Jowhar District

Donors › AICS e International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD)
Partners › Terre Solidali (leader), IIDA
Duration › 24 months

smallholder 
families 
supported

13.278 of the First 
Secondary 
Canal 
rehabilitated 

32.7
km 

reconstructed 
water 
infrastructures 
for the correct 
functioning of 
the canal

13

Original project title
Support to Agricultural Productivity in Somalia (SAPS)

Expatriate staff › 
Fulvio Giberti e Giulia Pizzicannella
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LIBYA

"Project activities had a pivotal role in 
supporting the most vulnerable groups 
among the population of Sebha, especially 
elders and children. The conflict has made 
it almost impossible for us - doctors and 
nurses - to carry out our work and offer 
basic medical services to the population. 
Health centres’ capacity to provide 
support and care have been considerably 
enhanced and, as a result, a higher 
number of people could benefit from the 
distribution of medicines. In particular, we 
could get medical material, which was 
scarce or absent after the revolution, 
to treat chronic diseases such as 
diabetes and problems related to blood 
pressure. This training has been really 
useful for me, not only because I have 
deepened my professional knowledge, 

Reem Hussin, 
Nurse at the medical centre of Abd Elkafi

but mostly because, taking an active part 
in the distribution of medical supplies and 
psycho-social support, I consolidated my 
the relationships with my colleagues 
and the medical staff from other 
centers. I think it is fundamental to 
encourage collaboration between 
the different institutes and hospitals, 
because it can make our work much more 
effective. Training in local hospitals and 
medical specialization should be further 
supported and an emergency medical 
team should be created to better react 
to the precarious situation caused by the 
conflict and the frequent crises .

A VOICE from Libia

The city of Sebha is one of the most populated and among the 
most insecure and unstable in Libya. Not only the ethnic and 
tribal divisions create a climate of tension, but the city is also 
one of the main hotspots of criminal activities related to human 
trafficking and smuggling of weapons, drugs, stolen cars and 
fuel. Out of a population of more than 250 thousand inhabitants 
about 20 thousand people do not have access to medicines 
and basic medical care. By intervening in this context, the 
project supports 4 health centers to primarily respond to the 
needs of the most marginalised people and to ensure equal 
access to health services. In addition to providing drugs and 
training to medical staff, the project aims to disseminate good 
prevention practices at local level.

Improvement of Sebha's 
social and health services 

Donors › AICS 
Partners › CIR (Italian Council for Refugees), COSPE 
(Cooperazione per lo Sviluppo dei Paesi Emergenti) e IOCS 
(International Organization for Consultancies and Services)
Duration › 18 months

inhabitantsstaff members of 
the health facilities 
supported 

40 35mila

Original project title 
Support to the social and health system of the city of Sebha
  

In detention centres in Libya, sub-Saharan migrants are victims 
of inhumane and degrading treatments that go against the 
respect of human rights. The project has improved the life 
conditions of the migrants held in the centre of Tarek al 
Matar and supported the maternal and child health services 
of the Tripoli Medical Hospital Center. These detention centres 
lack food and medicines and the hygienic situation is serious. 
Migrants are often not registered and the asylum seekers are not 
reported by the operators. Through the project an intervention of 
very first emergency has been implemented: basic goods have 
been distributed, sanitary facilities were rehabilitated and 
local operators were educated in respecting human rights. 
Following the visits to the center of Tarek al Matar, it was possible 
to identify the real needs of migrants, depending also on their 
psychological profile. In addition, a venue has been realized for 
recreational activities for mothers and children. The improvement 
of the maternal and child health services of the Tripoli Medical 
Center hospital enabled the entire Libyan community to gain 
great benefits.

For the respect of human rights 

Donors › AICS 
Partners › CIR (Italian Council for Refugees), COSPE (Cooperazione per 
lo Sviluppo dei Paesi Emergenti) e IOCS (International Organizationfor 
Consultancies and Services)
Duration › 7 months

beneficiaries 
of the Libyan 
community 

migrants convicts 
beneficiaries

1771 5000

Original project title
Support for migrants from the Tarek al Matar Centre and the Host 
Community

Project:

Sebha
1

Project:

For the respect of human rights
2

1 2

Expatriate staff › 
Paola Chianca e Giulia Straccamore (from Tunis)
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TUNISIA

"The economic support and training I 
received were fundamental to put into 
practice my studies in Environmental 
Sciences and support the launch of the 
Eco-Rand Sidi Mechreg center. This 
is a facility that promotes ecological 
discovery activities and supports the 
valorization of local gastronomy, 
with the aim to contribute to local 
development. I acquired new marketing, 
communication and accounting skills that 
have made Eco-Rand increasingly visible 
and ready to welcome new visitors.The 
training in digital communication allowed 
me to create and maintain the web page 
dedicated to the center http://www.
materre.tn/ecorand/. Today the number 
of people attracted by our snorkeling, 
trekking and camping activities is 

Imed Abbassi, 
32 years, promoter of the Start Up "Eco- Rand Sidi Mechreg"

constantly increasing and this allows 
me to cover the costs and invest in new 
facilities for the center. These are mostly 
created with local materials at km 0 and 
with low environmental impact. To solve 
the problem of water supply, I plan to 
build a rainwater collection tank. Eco-
Rand enhances the culinary heritage 
of the region with the preparation of 
traditional dishes based on local fish and 
organic vegetables. The dishes are served 
in the traditional ceramics of Sejnane, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site. Eco-Rand 
responds to the needs of eco-sustainable 
and responsible tourism and should be a 
model to be disseminated, both locally 
and globally. I believe that new technical 
trainings and networking paths are 
fundamental".

A VOICE from Tunisia

The goal was to promote job creation in the region of 
Kroumirie-Mogods, in the North-West of Tunisia, which has one 
of the highest unemployment rates in the country. The action is 
carried out at local and community level, strengthening human 
capital, working on the promotion of the territory and the 
integrated development of the economic sectors in the region. 
The promotion of employment for young people and women 
continued with the “Start Up Tunisie“ project, which aims to 
create job opportunities through technical and financial support 
to 30 small businesses in the agricultural and livestock 
sectors and the processing of agri-food products. The project 
wants to promote local development by increasing the number 
of small to medium enterprises and generate a skilled and 
competent workforce.

Materre and Start Up: new 
job opportunities for young 
people and women

Donors for MaTerrE  › European Commission, Emilia-Romagna 
Region, CEFA
Partner › ATLAS Foundation (Tunisia)
Duration › 48 months

direct beneficiaries 
(Ma TerrE)

direct beneficiaries 
(Start Up)

1000 2000

Original project title
MaTerrE- Territorial marketing for employment, Start Up Tunisia

Donors for Start up › AICS, CEFA
Partners › Municipalty of Fano, Legautonomie, University of Urbino 
Carlo Bo – Department of Economy, Society and Politics, Consorzio 
Marche Biologiche, Fondazione Agraria CAnte di Montevecchio, 
ODESYPANO Ente dello Sviluppo Agro-silvopastorale del Nord 
Ovest, ISPT - Istituto di Ricerca e Insegnamento Superiore Silvo-
pastorale di Tabarka, CRDS – Commissariato Regionale dello 
Sviluppo Agricolo (Ministero dell’Agricoltura, delle Risorse Idriche 
e della Pesca),Delegazione di Tabarka, Delegazione di Ain Draham, 
Delegazione di Fernana, Associazione Sidi Bou Zitouna
Duration › 36 months

Project:

Materre and Start Up
1

Project:

Gabes
2

Project:

Against unemployment
3

Project:

Support for returning 
migrants

4

Project:

Dialogue between local 
authorities and civil society

5

1

Expatriate staff and Civil Service Volunteers › 
Michela Zaghi, Damiano Duchemin, Giulia Bonacina, 
Francesca Leone, Chiara Angeli, Jacopo Granci, 
Chiara Zazzaroni 
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Gabès against pollution 
Gabès, a coastal oasis praised by Pliny the Elder and Leo the African, with its boundless palm groves going from the Mediterranean 
coast to the harshness of the Tunisian rocky desert, is today a reality seriously compromised by an environmental and social crisis. 
The latter is linked to the pollution caused by the phosphate chemical industry, which has undermined the development of tourism 
in the homonymous gulf. In this context, CEFA carried out two projects for the consolidation of civil society and the collaboration 
between institutions, companies and representatives of local organizations for the protection of the territory. From 2016 to 
2018, 32 associations benefited from a training cycle of over 30 days - on environmental communication and awareness, strategies 
of mobilization, advocacy and project management - and constant support from 10 experts. 21 out of 32 of these associations have 
also received important funding for the creation of micro-projects with a social and environmental impact. At the same time, CEFA 
financed a research on water management which led to the production of the documentary entitled «Tout va bien Lella ?! » on the 
consequences of the discharges released from the chemical industry in the Gulf. The two projects have also allowed the creation 
of the water governance platform in Gabès, a regional body that plays a mediating role between the claims of the population and the 
decisions taken by the authorities on the management of water resources.

Donors › Expertise France, UE, CEFA
Partners › Association Gabès Action, Association Citoyenneté et 
Développement Durable (ACDD)
Duration › 24 months

associations 
financed with 
10,000 euros 

sensitized 
associations on 
environmental 
issues

32 21

Original project title
CIGEN - Citoyenneté pour une gouvernance environnementale à 
Gabès, LCD - Local Community Development - GTP Gabès

The Tunisian revolution of 2011 has led to great successes 
in terms of democratic transition, but did not produce the 
desired economic and social transformation. Social exclusion, 
marginalization and lack of cultural and working opportunities 
are conditions that severely affect young people in Tunisia 
and are closely linked to the phenomenon of radicalism. The 
project intervenes in the areas of the governorates of Bizerte, 
Jendouba, Manouba, Kairouan and Medenine, mostly affected 
by unemployment and social exclusion, and involves local 
associations, Tunisian and Italian institutions and universities. 
Consultation tables are organized for the analysis of the 
labour market and the study of objective factors that 
contribute to the diffusion of violent extremism. Discussions 
on the role of public institutions and civil society organisations 
were also held in order to prevent and counter radicalism.

Tackling unemployment 
and social exclusion

Donors › AICS, CEFA  
Partners › Organizzazione Overseas per lo sviluppo globale di 
comunità in paesi extraeuropei onlus – Overseas onlus (leading), 
Association de Kairouan pour l’Auto-Développement – AKAD, 
Associazione Emel Tounes, Association Création & Créativité pour 
le Développement & l’Embauche – CCDE, Tunisian Forum for Youth 
Empowerment, Association de Zarzis pour le Développement 
Durable et la Coopération Internationale – DDCI, Associazione 
Antigone onlus, Associazione YA BASTA onlus, Comune di Reggio 
Emilia, Università di Bologna, Dipartimento di Scienze Politiche e 
Sociali, U.O.S. di Forlì, Facoltà di Scienze Umane e Sociali di Tunisi 
Duration › 36 months

micro-enterprises 
financed

young people and 
women trained

6.750 80

Original project title
Jasmin: Jeunesse Active pour une Société capable de promouvoir 
l’Employabilité et l’inclusion

2

3

TUNISIA
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The aim of the project is to strengthen the capacities of local authorities and civil society to support at social 
and economic level the Tunisians returning to their country. CEFA coordinated public services and civil society 
to support 22 people (17 returning migrants and 5 persons who had never left their homeland). Through an inquiry, 
the real needs of those who had returned were identified, at both economic and social level, and then round tables, 
spaces for exchange, reflection and discussion were organized for coordinating the creation of micro-enterprises.

Support for returning migrants

Donors › UE, OFII, CEFA
Partner › CitESS
Duration › 17 months

persons accompanied 
in coordination with the 
Ministry of Labour and 
Social Policies

training cycles for 
the benefit of 5 
associations

3 22

Original project title
LEMMA - Appui aux opérateurs de la réinsertion 

With the Jasmine Revolution, the country has taken on a long 
process of democratization of the institutions, culminating with 
the promulgation of the new Constitution in 2014. In order to 
support political decentralisation, the project has improved 
the competences of the municipal authorities and allowed 
a greater involvement of the civil society in decision-making 
processes. Collaboration between local authorities and civil 
society organisations has been consolidated for implementing 
municipal policies. There were 3 areas of intervention: Tabarka, 
Ain Draham and Beni Mtir, located in the Governorate of 
Jendouba, a region in North-west Tunisia. The training was 
addressed to 30 officials of the municipalities and to the 
members of 27 associations following two need assessments, 
the functioning and the organisation of the three municipalities 
and the local associations. In order to improve the dialogue 
between the authorities and local groups, quarterly meetings 
were held for proposing concrete solutions to the main issues 
concerning the three municipalities. The latter were assisted 
in the implementation of the 2017 Annual Investment Plans (PAI) 
for realizing proximity projects under an agreement between 
authorities and citizens.
The groups involved presented a project idea concerning basic 
services. After an evaluation of the project proposals, five micro-
projects were selected and funded.

Dialogue between 
local authorities and civil 
society organisations

Donors › EU, Emilia – Romagna Region, CEFA
Partner › ATLAS Foundation (Tunisia)
Duration › 33 months

indirect 
beneficiaries

direct beneficiaries 1.000 1.300

Original project title
Renforcement des Autorités Locales et des OSC pour 
l’implémentation des politiques publiques municipales.

4

5
TUNISIA
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MOROCCO Project:  

Fighting radicalism
1

Project:

Justice 
for women 

Project:

Radicalisme, non merci!

“Thanks to the project, we social workers 
and teachers, have participated to a 
training programme that enabled us to 
strengthen our personal and professional 
skills. We improved our capacitiy to 
relate with boys and girls between the 
ages of 15 and 21, who are those that 
more than others are prone to the risk of 
radicalisation. The training allowed us to 
highlight the issue of radicalism within 
school institutions, where the training 
courses were focused primarily on 
fighting drugs, poverty and environmental 
protection. The adoption of the manual 
"Educational path for prevention of 
radicalization" enabled to organise a 
cycle of different workshops of drawing, 
painting and theatre to discuss 
personal development, human rights 

Batoul Jdid, 
social worker in Oujda

and active citizenship. These activities, 
that saw the participation also of young 
sub-Saharan migrants and Syrians, have 
strengthened their capabilities to organize 
their individual and collective work: it has 
been an experience for promoting the 
values of tolerance, cohabitation and 
acceptance of diversity. Young people 
have positively changed their behaviour 
and attitudes towards their teachers and 
classmates and have transmitted the 
knowledge acquired to those who had 
not participated in the activities. Given 
the positive results, new workshops will 
be realized to involve a higher number of 
young people on this educational path."

A VOICE from Morocco

Project:

Drawing the future
2

Project:

Training and jobs3

Project:

New life 
perspective 

4
5

6

7
Project:

Repatriation from France

In recent years, the number of Moroccan migrants returning 
to their country has increased due to the European economic 
crisis. They are young people between 15 and 29 years of age, 
a category which is extremely at risk of economic and social 
exclusion. In this context, the project aims to reduce the 
exclusion of Moroccan and sub-Saharan migrants and young 
people and women, the most vulnerable part of Moroccan 
society. The action is developed on three main components: 
training and awareness raising, implementation of micro-
projects and creation of cooperatives. Local educators were 
provided with tools to raise beneficiaries’ awareness on issues 
such as the prevention of radicalism, socio-cultural integration, 
digital communication, intercultural entertainment and conflict 
management. For the benefit of local associations, social 
micro-projects on tolerance and respect for human rights were 
financed. To combat exclusion, 30 cooperatives are planned 
to be created for the benefit of vulnerable social groups, i.e. 
migrants, young people and women. 

Integration against 
radicalism 

Donors › Italian Agency for Development Cooperation, Foundation Cassa 
di Risparmio di Modena e provincia, Emilia-Romagna Region, UNICRI 
(United Nation Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute), CEFA   
Partners › ProgettoMondo Mlal, Fondo Provinciale Milanese per la 
Cooperazione Internazionale, MAG Verona, University of Bologna 
(Departement of Political and Social, U.O.S. di Forlì), Islamic Relief 
Italia, University of Beni Mellal, (Faculty of Letters and Human 
Science), ANOLF Piemonte, AMAPPE (Moroccan Association of 
Support for the Promotion of Small Enterprises), AIDECA (Al Intilaka 
Association for Development, Environment and Culture) 
Duration › 39 months 

young 
beneficiaries  

2.500 social micro-
projects

11 cooperatives 
beneficiaries 

6

Original project title
I am a migrant: promotion of social, economic and cultural 
inclusion among returning migrants and sub-Saharan migrants in 
the communities of destination in Morocco 

1

Expatriate staff and Civil Service 
Volunteers: › 
Erica Ramanzini, Federica Gatti, 
Maria Cristina Pilo, Manuela Amatulli, 
Lorenzo de Blasio, Sanda Vantoni, 
Beatrice Cursi
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MOROCCO

In November 2018, in collaboration with the association YaBasta 
Padova Caminantes, CEFA has realized the intercultural project 
"Drawing the Future" providing for an exchange which took 
place in Rabat, Morocco, from 10th to 15thNovember 2018. 12 
Moroccan, sub-Saharan and Italian youth aged between 18 and 30 
have participated sharing reflections and feelings on migration 
through the language of comics. The workshop was led by Calia 
and Bon. Calia, after telling the birth and development of comics 
as a medium for social communication, provided the participants 
with basic techniques for creating their personal stories. Bon 
created moments of group animation. At the end of the week 12 
comic book stories were created and the content was used 
for an e-book publication and 4 exhibitions in Italy (Mogliano 
Veneto, Padua and Bologna) and in Morocco in Rabat. 

Drawing the future  

Donors › Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, 
Directorate General for the Promotion of the Country System
Partners › CEFA, Ya Basta
Duration › from 10 to 15 october 2018  

comic book 
stories and 
4 exhibitions 
realized

youth between 
18 and 30 years 
of age - direct 
beneficiaries

12 12

Original project title  
Drawing the future

If in the past Morocco was a land of emigration and a country 
of transit for migrants coming from sub-Saharan countries, 
today it has also become a country of destination. The project 
focus on social inclusion and professional integration of the 
most vulnerable migrants and refugees, particularly women 
and unaccompanied minors, who lack the professional skills 
required to access the labour market. Moreover, discrimination, 
violence and language barrier complicate this access, so CEFA 
intervened to strengthen the public and private organizations 
and institutions responsible for vocational training and job 
integration of the migrants. In particular, CEFA collaborates with 
the Entraide Nationale (the federating body for social assistance 
in Morocco), IOM (International Organization for Migration), ODA 
(Alianza por la Solidariedad) and UNHCR (United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees).

Training and jobs  

Donors › UE, CEFA
Partners › Entraide Nationale, IOM, UNHCR, Alianza por la Solidaridad
Duration › 34 months

Original project title
IDMAJE: Inclusion sociale par l’insertion professionnelle des 
migrants et réfugiés les plus vulnérables 

2 3

The project has supported Moroccan, Tunisian, Albanian and 
Senegalese migrants willing to return to their countries of origin 
with a new life perspective. Vocatioinal training, combined with 
social, psychological and technical support has been offered 
to migrants in difficulty living in Italy. 46 beneficiaries were 
reintegrated, mostly young Moroccans, with an average 
age of 36 years and in possession of a middle school diploma. 
Family reunion and dissatisfaction at professional level were 
among the main reasons of return. In Italy, the project involved 
interventions of mediation, training and counselling. For 
migrants willing to start, micro-enterprise interviews with social 
workers were carried out to help draw up a business plan with 
related marketing strategies. The beneficiaries have therefore 
successfully undertaken entrepreneurial activities in trade, 
agriculture and animal husbandry. Those who chose to work as 
an employee received a skilled profile and assistance in drafting 
CVs. In this way everyone had a chance to start a dignified life 
in their country of origin. 

Assisted voluntary 
return: a new 
outlook   

Donors › Italian Ministry of Interior, EU  
Partners › CIES, Open Group, Virtus Roma e CISV
Duration › 21 months

beneficiaries living in Italy and 
coming from Morocco, Tunisia, 
Albania and Senegal

235

Original project title 
ERMES 2, project for assisted voluntary return 
 

4

direct 
beneficiaries

regions of 
intervention

12 90
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Donors › European Commission, Emilia-Romagna Region, CEFA
Partners › AIDECA
Duration › 33 months

MOROCCO

The project has facilitated women's access to justice in the 
Region of Béni Mellal-Khénifra. 29 training cycles were created 
for the benefit of 60 local associations. Later, 30 of these 
have decided to form the Civil Committee for the Defence of 
Women's Rights. This latter became a promoter of information 
and awareness-raising activities on gender-based violence in 
the most isolated towns and villages of the region. In particular, 
the Committee raised awareness among 1600 vulnerable women 
on the competent public authorities. Thanks to the dialogue 
with local institutions, the above-mentioned Committee draw 
up a manual explaining the bureaucratic procedure for filing a 
complaint. In this way 28 women were able to report abuses 
and were assisted in legal procedures. After trial, 20 of them 
received justice.

Justice for women    

Public authorities 
trained on gender 
discrimination

Training cylces 
benefitting 60 
associations

29 100

projects for 
preventing 
radicalism 

intercultural and 
good practices 
exchange visits

4 6

Original project title 
Themis: Collectif pour la justice des femmes

In the cities of Rabat, Salé, Beni Mellal and Khouribga social 
and economic inclusion of young people was promoted to 
fight radicalism. 200 social/educational workers have been 
trained in schools and associations of the neighborhoods more 
at risk. 1700 youth from 20 schools followed a personal 
development path on emotions and conflict management and 
the enhancement of identity. For the educational process, a 
system has been set up for tutoring, creating a "Psycho-socio-
educational Support Unit" composed by voluntary workers in all 
the areas of intervention. A study has been carried out on the 
phenomenon of radicalisation and a platform was created for 
sharing life stories and good practices. The latter is available at 
https://www.noradicalism.amnesty.ma/

Fighting exclusion 
and radicalism   

Donors › UE, CEFA
Partners › Progettomondo.mlal Onlus, CEFA, Amnesty International 
Morocco and AIDECA (Association Al Intilaka pour le Développement, 
l’Environnement et la Culture d’Afourer)
Durata › 30 months

Original project title 
Radicalism, no thanks! 

5 6

In 2018 CEFA continued to accompany Moroccans migrants who 
chose to return from France to their country of origin within the 
framework of the Assisted Voluntary Return and Reintegration 
(RVAeR) project, promoted by OFII (Office Français de 
l’Immigration and l’Integration). The project involves two types 
of intervention. The first consists in an emergency support 
for migrants and address basic needs such as housing and 
medical care.The second focuses on supporting the creation 
of small businesses in the field of commerce, agriculture 
and animal husbandry. In 2017 the beneficiaries of the project 
were accompanied in their reintegration in Morocco through 
both technical and psycho-social support; in 2018 10 new 
beneficiaries were supported.

Assisted Voluntary 
return from France 

Donors › OFII 
Duration › 36 months 

Original project title  
Support for the assisted voluntary return from 
France to Morocco 

7

beneficiaries 
accompanied from 
the beginning of the 
project until 2018 

53
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ECUADOR

Project:

New markets

"CEFA immediately understood the 
challenges afflicting us, the Ecuadorian 
farmers, and supported us in the 
development of a better organised and 
sustainable work, providing us with 
machinery and technical tools. This 
support has been fundamental for the 
improvement of the organizational 
and the productive aspects of our 
association. The workshops, seminars 
and training courses offered by CEFA 
through the technicians of the Ministry 
of Agriculture allowed us to develop 
skills and professionality, making us 
more autonomous in all phases of 
agricultural production: from grafting 

Rosendo Pizarro, 
38 years, president of the association APROCEL

to post-harvesting, from the use of 
drying machines to those for roasting. 
Associations and workers in Ecuador must 
be involved and helped to acquire more 
and better awareness of themselves, of 
their own work and the environment in 
which they live, because, as an old wise 
man once said: "Solo se hace un buen 
trabajo cuando se juntan las manos y 
las organizaciones (good work can be 
done only when hands and organizations 
meet)".

A VOICE from Ecuador

Project:

Improving agriculture

Original project title
Las Organizaciones Rurales y los mecanismos de producción y 
comercialización Asociativa Un modelo de Desarrollo Integral para 
el agro ecuadoriano

1

2

After the intervention on the cocoa and coffee value chains in 
the provinces of Sucumbios and Orellana, CEFA has extended its 
action to the quinoa value chain in the Chimborazo area, offering 
support to small entrepreneurs of coffee, cocoa and quinoa for the 
improvement of their productive, organizational and commercial 
capacities. In addition to researching new agricultural strategies, 
in order to contrast the negative effects of climate change, 
the project wants to strengthen the internal market through 
promotional campaigns and the organization of events, with 
the aim of guaranteeing access to new foreign markets for the 
commercialization of the products of the three value chains.

New Markets 
for cacao, coffee and quinoa

1

Donors › Ue, CEFA, MAG (Ministero de Agricoltura y  Ganderia)
Partners › MAG Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderia, Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH (German 
Development Cooperation)
Duration › 60 months

associations of 
producers

families 
beneficiaries 

11500 45

Expatriate staff and Civil Service Volunteers › 
Andrea Cianferoni, Gianluca Ruotolo, Fabio Scotto, 
Marianna Visotti, Francesco Maffei

The project involves the rural areas of Ecuador characterized 
by widespread poverty and low literacy, where agriculture 
is the main source of income. CEFA wants to strengthen the 
productive, organizational and commercial capacities of 
small producers through training and dissemination of 
good agro-ecological practices to improve access to more 
profitable markets for the direct sale of coffee, cocoa and 
quinoa. Moreover, to increase productivity in agriculture, we 
want to support and promote inclusive and participatory value 
chain models, attentive to the economic sustainability of small 
producers, to food security and able to contrast the negative 
effects of climate change.

Good practices to 
improve agriculture  

2

Donors › Italian Agency for Development Cooperation, CEFA, ENGIM, 
INIAP, CDF, Solidarietà Alpina, Amici CEFA San Lazzaro
Partners › ENGIM, Università della Tuscia - DAFNE, Climate and 
Development Foundation, l’Albero del Caffè, Fabbrica SPES s.c.s, FEPP, 
INIAP, Universidad Estatal Amazonica
Duration › 36 months

young people and 
women trained

farmer field 
schools

14 80

Original project title
JUNTOS small producers in network for the sustainable of coffee, 
cocoa and quinoa production in Ecuador.
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CEFA has been operating for 17 years in Guatemala, a Central 
American country characterized by widespread poverty and 
gender inequality and which, since the end of the civil war in 1996, 
has been going through a difficult process of democratization. 
The project, realized in the Department of Quiché, improves 
life conditions of Mayan families of 15 rural communities. 
Through a scholarship programme the action ensured 
education for girls who were then called to raise awareness 
among families on organic farming and food security. In 
particular, CEFA has supported women in the process of 
becoming aware of their rights, making them protagonists of 
change. Through training and education the aim has been to 
combat social and economic gender discrimination, in order 
to secure a better future for young Mayan girls.

Women, rights and the fight 
against gender discrimination

GUATEMALA

"The training and financial support 
I have received from CEFA over the 
last fourteen years has allowed me to 
attend university, a possibility that in the 
rural communities of Guatemala is not 
taken for granted, and I finally became 
a primary school teacher. Thanks to 
the trainings I deepened issues that are 
very important, such as self-esteem, 
reproductive health, human rights, 
gender equality, the violence against 
women. I received the necessary tools 
to organize seminars with girls and 
mothers during which we discussed 
on the rational use of resources for the 
protection of the environment. Moreover, 

Luisa Romualda Acevedo Mejía, 
23 years, animator of the Barbara Ford Association 

Donors › CEI - CEFA, Unipol Sai Ass. Spa
Partners › Pastorale della Terra di Caritas Quiché
Duration › 24 mesi

farming families 
improved 
production with 
agro-ecological 
techniques

68women aware of 
their rights through 
“Theater of the 
Oppressed“

115Project:

Women, rights

I have participated in training courses 
in Honduras, which have allowed me to 
increase my self-esteem and confidence. I 
believe that education is essential for the 
women of Guatemala, as it allows them 
to find a job, both locally and abroaod. 
International cooperation must continue 
to work on human rights and with the 
indigenous people, the most vulnerable, for 
example through the promotion of forms 
of entrepreneurship“.

A VOICE from Guatemala

Expatriate staff and Civil Service Volunteers › 
Valeria Pontalti, Alessandro Spadaro, Eugenia Tirini

1

Original title of project
Mariposas
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EDUCATION FOR 
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

The project, leaded by CEFA, intends to counteract the 
spreading of forms of discrimination, xenophobia and racism 
and investigates the relationship between the emergence of 
hate speeches and the dynamics of social exclusion.   Four 
Italian cities are involved: Bologna, Verona, Naples and Palermo, 
where activities based on three components are taking place 
in parallel: a research carried out by the University of Bologna, 
investigating the phenomenon with interviews, focus groups and 
questionnaires to 100 experts in the sector and more than 4.000 
students from schools of the 4 cities; specialized trainings for 
social workers and teachers on intervention methodologies in 
multicultural contexts and workshops for students to stimulate 
critical thinking on the issues of migration and multiculturalism. 
In the four territories events are planned on education for 
inclusion and global citizenship, such as theatre performances, 
World Cafe and Bingo – a show realized with Patrizio Roversi.

Bingo

operatori 
sociali delle 
4 città 
coinvolti 
nelle 
formazioni  

400 studenti 
e 80
esperti

4000 destinatari 
diretti 
nelle 
4 città

6000

Donors: AICS e Regione Emilia-Romagna
Partners: Partner: Progetto Mondo Mlal (Verona), NCO - Nuova 
Cooperazione Organizzata (Napoli),
Associazione Centro Studi Don Calabria (Termini Imerese), 
Università di Bologna (Dipartimento di Scienze Politiche e Sociali), 
Cantieri Meticci, Islamic Relief
Duration: 18 months

Original project title
Bingo. New narratives, tools and methodologies for inclusive 
citizenship and contrast to radicalism among young people.

Project:  

Let's do bingo
1

Project:

Between the Via Emilia and the South 
2

Project:

Bite
3

Project:

Beyond Theatre
4

direct beneficiaries 
of the scriptwriting 
workshops and the 
creation of the fiction

direct beneficiaries of 
the experiential and 
photographic image 
workshop

70 80

Partners: Italian Agency for Development Cooperation, Emilia-Romagna Region
Duration: 18 months

Original project title
Between the Via Emilia and the South: paths of social inclusion, fight against 
xenophobia and racism in the territories of the provinces of Modena and Bologna

young 
workers 
involved

21

Donors: UE
Partners: Ferfilò (Capofila, Italia) Alka (Macedonia), Tjeter Vizion 
(Albania), Sidi Bouzitun (Tunisia), Aideka (Marocco), Amaka (Grecia)
Duration: 9 months

Original project title
Boosting Inclusion Through social Entrepreneurship
Nuove strategie per l’inclusione di giovani imprenditori

training 
days

8countries of 
origin of the 
participants

7

artistic 
workshops in 
Warsaw

4 art performances 
in Antwerp

3 artistic 
workshops 
with migrants 
in Bologna

7

Donors: UE
Partner: Strefa Wolnoslowa Foundation (Leading Poland), Cantieri Meticci 
(Italy), Teatro Powszechny in Zygmunta Hubnera (Poland), Stowarzyszenie 
Komisja Klubowa (Poland), KunstZ vzw (Belgium), CEFA 
Duration: 32 months

Original project title
BEYOND THEATRE - creative platform for professional skills / 
Oltre il teatro

1

The BITE project is part of the European program Erasmus 
Plus and involved 21 young people from 7 countries: Italy, 
Greece, Serbia, Albania, Macedonia, Morocco and Tunisia. The 
project stemmed from the need to develop new approaches 
and new strategies of integration through the development of 
soft skills and the use of non-formal education techniques. 
Social entrepreneurship skills have been provided to the 
young people involved, which should go to the benefit of 
the local communities, in particular to the most vulnerable 
groups at risk of social exclusion.

E+ KA1 B.I.T.E.  3

The project consist of artistic and multidisciplinary workshops 
addressed to European and foreign citizens (refugees, asylum 
seekers and economic migrants) in three cities: Warsaw, 
Bologna and Antwerp. The aim is to create a space in which 
people with different skills receive training and share 
their knowledges for the creation of art and shows. At the 
end of the workshops interactive performances related to 
hospitality were realized.

Beyond Theatre 4

The project takes place in the three municipalities of 
Valsamoggia, Spilamberto and Savignano sul Panaro in the 
provinces of Modena and Bologna. The aim is to provide 
tools for the creation of inclusive storytelling on the theme 
of multiculturalism and counteract the emergence of 
intolerance, racism and xenophobia. Photography, art and 
film workshops were held with returns of experience that 
will take place on the territory through moments of sharing 
with the local community. From the ideas born within the 
screenwriting workshops and creative writing activities the 
fiction "War in Cuba" will be produced, which deals with 
the issue of social inclusion and the differences in the three 
territories involvd in the project.

Between the Via Emilia 
and the South 2
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MOZAMBIQUE 
Les Escolinhas
In collaboration with CAM (Consortium Associations of 
Mozambique), CEFA supports the children of an escolinhas (centre 
for the pre-school activity) in the District of Caia. The objective 
is to support poor children or orphans in their pre-school 
learning phase: activities to reinforce language and basic maths 
are carried out, also refining ocular-manual skills. As they go to 
school children eat a daily balanced meal. They also participate 
in community celebrations and are protagonists for a day with 
theatre, songs and dances.

SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 

Through its Sponsorship Program CEFA 
guarantees to children, both boys and girls, 
the opportunity to go to school and learn. 
Also women of Mozambique have become 
beneficiaries of the sponsorship program 
and have become excellent livestock 
keepers. The support is addressed to 
families and communities to which these 
children and women belong to, as still 
today, the community plays a major role 
in the development of both individuals and 
territories.

Women farmers
Mozambique is among the poorest countries in the world 
with 44% of its infant population presenting some form of 
malnutrition. Milk represents an important integration to 
children’s diet, so as a source of income for women farmers and 
their families. The project “Adopt a Woman Farmer“ supports 
women in improving their livestock-keeping capacities and in 
marketing their increased production of milk. The sponsorship 
programme offered also the opportunity to take part to trainings 
on proper child nutrition and hygienic practices. 

TANZANIA 
Light a smile
CEFA has built two hydro powerplants in the villages of Ikondo 
and Matembwe. The sponsorship program helps families 
connect their houses to the mini-grid: granting lighting, 
allowing children to study at home, mothers to use electrical 
appliances. The whole community benefits from it: commercial 
activities (bakery, tailoring) and small workshops (carpentry, 
milling machines) have opened and the health dispensary, 
thanks to electricity, is finally equipped with a refrigerator for 
storing drugs and vaccines.

GUATEMALA 
Right to study
In the Quichè region, in Guatemala, girls are mostly employed in 
domestic works and often forced into marriage by the age of 14. 
The Sponsorship programme intends to tackle this phenomenon 
and ensure that girls can have the chance to attend school 
and choose their own future. In the morning they have school 
activities such as reading, writing and logical mathematical 
learning; in the afternoon, awareness activities, female 
empowerment and personal hygiene. Moreover, participatory 
theatre is a powerful tool through which they can analyse their 
fears and visualize their future. 

supported 
children

58
supported 
children

115

Donors: International School of Modena, *CEFA

Donors: *CEFA, Ass. Vialek

children and families 
supported

102

women farmers 
supported 

200

Donors: Granarolo, Animal Feed Factory Ferraroni, *CEFA 

Donors: *CEFA

*In these cases CEFA stands for all the individuals who subscribed 
to the sponsorship program
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FROM A WOMAN FARMER TO A 
MOTHER FROM MOZAMBIQUE
Within the framework of the Africa Hand Project that aims to ensure 
access to food for all, 2018 witnessed the launch of the campaign 
entitled "Adopt a woman farmer from Mozambique". An initiative 
that has supported 200 women in becoming livestock keepers 
in the area of Beira. Milk represents an important integration to 
children’s diet and increases households’ income. Now that all the 
livestock keepers have been supported, we've gone further. Our 
current goal is to support 1,000 mothers and overcome the 
risk of malnutrition for their children. In Nhamatanda, in the rural 
area of Beira, poverty is widespread as agriculture activities are 
not profitable and the population is even more in difficulty due to 
the recent passage of two cyclones, which have destroyed houses 
and flooded thousands of acres of land. Every 100 children, 50 
never eat proteins, and the rest eat them less than once a day. We 
need to encourage the consumption of milk, yoghurt and legumes 
to free everyone from malnutrition and other diseases such as 
diabetes and hypertension. These mothers need potato seeds, 
corn, beans and farming tools such as hoes, spades, as well 
as pots for cooking and valorising what they collect for their 
children's diet.

It takes  0,50 cents per day, 

15 euros per month to feel close 

to a Mother in Mozambique.

There are  1.000 mothers we want to  
to help

stand by them!  

Go to  www.cefaonlus.it or by bank transfer 

to INTESA SANPAOLO: 

iban › IT11V03069 02482 074000004107 

or with a postal bulletin

to current account no. 22590400

Albertina Ramin, 28 years 
old, is married to Jose and 
has seven children. She can't 
read nor write and wishes 
to have a better life for her 
children. She cultivates millet 
and produces vegetables with 
which she feeds her family, 
while the rest is sold at the 
market to buy more food 
and for paying her children’s 
school fees.. Albertina has 
a dream: to have a brick 
house, to send her children 
to school and to grow them 
in a healthy way. She dreams 
about electricity, to get a 
refrigerator and a stove so 
she can cook at home.  

MEDIA E WEB
CEFA wants to make people and the media aware of its work. To 
make ourselves known means also to help people to carry 
out a choice, for example allocating the 5×1000 to those who 
do not our same opportunities and to attract sponsors for social 
projects to be implemented in the short and long term. In 2018 
we used both offline and online tools. The magazine "The CEFA 
Newspaper", published on a quarterly basis, in 2018 adopted 
new, more attractive, graphic outlook. It talks about the projects 
CEFA realizes and updates donors, volunteers, aid workers and 
friends. Moreover, CEFA renewed its logo. The online tools are 
instead the responsive site, i.e. visible also through smartphone, 
but there are also our news via email, sent to people with whom 
a relationship has been established, in addition to the advertising 
of our events on radio, TV, press and web.

CEFA’s presence on social media also wants to intercept and 
bring closer potential supporters, to motivate and transform 
acquaintances and volunteers into “ambassadors" of our 
campaigns. CEFA is present on Facebook, Instagram, Youtube 
and Twitter as “CEFA Onlus”. Here we tell you about our projects 
in Italy and abroad and update you on the people involved in 
fundraising campaigns. On FB other pages have been created in 
the national languages of the countries where our projects are 
carried out, in order to better communicate with locals. 

Few figures: 
Facebook: 6870 follower 2018 -> 8098 follower 2019 
Twitter: 545 follower 2018 -> 680 follower 2019 
Istagram: 138 follower 2018 -> 680 follower 2019
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An organization must always be ready to renew itself and look 
for new languages to grab the attention of its audience. As from 
2011 we organized a Food Day, we are currently trying to make 
our brand dialogue with the memory of great characters that have 
marked the development of mankind. In 2018 the centenary of 
Nelson Mandela's birth was celebrated. On July 18, 2018, Bologna 
also celebrated the centenary of Nelson Mandela's birth and we 
have done it with events at the University, where we were able 
to encounter so many young people. Approaching the figure of 
the South African Nobel prize to the activities CEFA promotes, 
seemed natural to us considering the central importance that 
Mandela accorded to Man. As our founder Bersani always pointed 
out, our activity must be centred on men, allowing them to 
become the protagonist of their own development, to be an 
actor of democracy and peace.

Reinterpreting the greats men of history 
to renew ourselves 

EASTER: YOU GET THE EGG, SHE GETS A HEN!
By choosing a CEFA easter egg or colomba, a chicken was donated to a woman in Kilolo 
in Tanzania! One of the beneficiaries is Consolata who received three hens, sold the 
eggs and reinvested the earnings. Today she has 72 hens and has become a point of 
reference for the entire village: African women reinvest up to 90% of what they gain in 
health and education and create a virtuous circle of development!

CHRISTMAS: AN APPETIZING PANETTONE AND PANDORO
Each Christmas cake has supported a woman farmer in Mozambique giving them all the 
means to become a beekeeper: hive, suit, honey extractor to produce honey, trainings, 
contacts with markets to sell the product and increase their income. The solidarity 
products have been packaged in coloured African fabrics to be used as placemats for 
breakfast or as bags, hand-stitched by the mothers of Tanzania who can thus make 
a living for their family. 

Small action, great solidarity 
For Easter and Christmas our volunteers are committed to propose to the public solidarity products (Easter eggs, colombe, panettoni 
and pandori) to help and make African women autonomous!

CEFA’s volunteers involved numerous 
parishes, participated at FICO Eataly 
World, moved their network in Bologna, 
Modena, Milano, Faenza, Chiaravalle, by 
telling how this gesture can become a 
concrete opportunity of solidarity. 

2019 is the year of another prominent character: 500 years 
from the death of Leonardo da Vinci, promoter of a knowledge 
at the service of development and the well-being of all. We 
wish Leonardo's humanism was ideally reflected in our actions, 
that men are always the beneficiary of training, innovation, 
transmission of knowledge, with respect for local cultures both 
in Africa, Latin America and the rest of the world, so that they can 
live a new and durable well-being. We will celebrate Leonardo in 
our own way, with a performance of urban and supportive Pixel 
Art. This year we will also be in Rome. We will start from Milan 
in Piazza Duomo on 5th October, in Rome in Piazza del Popolo 
on 12th October and in Bologna in Piazza Maggiore on 19th 
October 2019.
We are waiting for you!

Easter 
eggs sold

Colombe 
sold

volunteers involved in 
packaging and selling 
the easter eggs

1950 520 93

Panettoni and 
Pandori sold 

Hours of volunteer 
work

2.622 580
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"With this award, I was given the honor of representing all the 
young people committed with passion and professionalism 
in Italy or abroad in contributing to collective development. 
People working in this field are not idealists, but know that 
a positive change can be activated with the right energy. 
Thanks to CEFA, which works with people and not for people, 
I understood the life journey of many men and women.  We 
often use the term "migrant" to define those who migrate from 
the South to the North driven by war, poverty, but when we 
are abroad, we are also migrants. After all, migrating is an 
experience affecting the identity of those who live it, but it does 
not define a person in its complexity". 

Sanda has a beautiful story that can inspire many young 
people. She joined the Civil Service in Morocco with CEFA and 
won the Volunteer of the Year Award. She is 26 years old and 
speaks English, French and Italian. She developed a very strong 
connection with Africa, where she spent her childhood. Being a 
sociologist of migrations, she coordinated for CEFA a project 
for the inclusion of vulnerable people, among which sub-
Saharan migrants. 

Civil service:  understanding the world 
and oneself 
Through the Federation FOCSIV, CEFA joined the Civil Service 
giving young people a concrete opportunity for training and 
work, which CEFA offers since it was born in 1972. The areas 
of intervention are human rights protection, services to the 
person and education for peace among people, both in Italy 
(with projects of Global Citizenship Education - based in Bologna) 
and abroad.

In 2018, 20 young people took part in this cooperation programme 
and had the chance to understand if this could become a full-
time profession. Several have continued with us and started 
working with CEFA’s projects; others have taken other paths 
aware of what they gained through this amazing experience. 

Thanks to the choice of 1,768 people, who believed in us, we will receive 
from the Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance 79.822 euros. 

With the funds of 5x1000 spent in 2018, we supported women's access to 
justice in Morocco and the land’s market in Dar es Salaam in Tanzania.

CEFA E IL TUO 
5x1000
PER VINCERE FAME E POVERTÀ

In collaborazione con

Da 45 anni, CEFA sostiene le comunità rurali più povere del sud del 
mondo affinché raggiungano l’autosufficienza alimentare. 
Promuove uno sviluppo sostenibile che parta dalle comunità locali, 
che duri nel tempo e garantisca il rispetto dei diritti fondamentali.

CEFA c’è e fa. Fai anche tu.

 01029970371
Codice Fiscale

SCOPRI DI PIÙ

Marco Benassi › >  CEFA’s Responsible for Civil Service
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Bilancio al 31 DicemBre 2018 (importi in €uro)BALANCE SHEET ASSETS
2018 2017

A) MEMBERSHIP FEES STILL TO BE PAID         TOTALE A  0,00 0,00
B )FIXED ASSETS
                 I - Intangible fixed assets
                          1) Establishment and expansion costs
                          2) Development costs
                          3) Fees and licences 1.651,96 567,30
                          4) Leasehold improvements
                          5) Other 6.222,00 0,00
                   Total I 7.873,96 567,30
                II - Tangible fixed cost
                           1 )Land and buildings 251.041,70 251.041,70
                           2) Facilities and machines 
                           3) Equipments 1.835,32 3.405,02
                           4) Other assets
                    Total II 252.877,02 254.446,72
               III - Financial fixed assets 
                           1) Equity investments 3.950,90 3.950,90
                           2) Credit 317,56 317,56
                           3) Other financial assets
                    Total III 4.268,46 4.268,46

Total B 265.019,44 259.282,48
C) CURRENT ASSETS 
                 I - Cost remanence 
                           1) Consumable
                    Total I 0,00 0,00
                II - Receivable 
                           1) From public donors 700.965,52 775.094,60
                           2) From private donors 167.938,30 231.437,79
                           3) Tax receivable 3.110,00 3.230,69
                           4)  
                           5) Advanced to projects 574.419,42 442.084,22
                           6) Accruals and deferrals
                           7) Due to others 124.272,30 134.362,60
                    Total II 1.570.705,54 1.586.209,90
               III - Non fixed financial assets
                           1) Shares 
                           2) Other assets
                    Total III 0,00 0,00
               IV - Cash and cash equivalents
                           1) Bank and postal deposits 3.173.250,78 1.192.359,96
                           2) Cheques 0,00 1.000,00
                           3) Cash in hand 5.565,08 5.057,26

Total IV 3.178.815,86 1.198.417,22
TOTAL C 4.749.521,40 2.784.627,12

TOTALE ASSETS  5.014.540,84 3.043.909,60

BALANCE SHEET - LIABILITIES 
2018 2017

A) SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY
             I - Endowement fund                                        39.358,41 38.358,41
            II - Restricted assets 
                    1) Statutory reserves 
                    2) Pledged reserves by decision of the  
                        institutional bodies
                    3) Pledged reserves allocated by third parties

0,00 0,00
           III - Free assets 
                    1) Operating result for the current year 3.660,85 2.250,43
                    2) Solidarity reserve 197.381,88 195.131,45

201.042,73 197.381,88
                    TOTAL A 240.401,14 235.740,29
B) PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES
                    1) For pensions and obligations
                        peers
                    2) For taxes 
                    3) Other provisions 67.294,55 77.078,34
                    TOTAL B 67.294,55 77.078,34
C) TERMINATION INDEMNITIES 
     401.092,70 366.090,82
D) LIABILITIES
                    1) Due from banks 163.736,85 171.553,52
                    2) Due from other lenders  
                    3) Advances from donor for projects 3.878.963,12 1.837.531,94
                    4) From suppliers  128.635,54 77.792,62
                    5) Tax payables  27.209,30 23.321,50
                    6) Social security and insurance institutions 38.496,53 29.775,18
                    7) Accruals and deferrals
                    8) Due to others 68.711,11 225.025,39
                    TOTAL D 4.305.752,45 2.365.000,15

TOTAL LIABILITIES 5.014.540,84 3.043.909,60

Due to social security and insurance institutions 
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INCOMES
2018 2017

A) INCOMES FROM TYPICAL ACTIVITIES 
     1) for Developing countries 
          a) UE 1.389.922,03 1.203.914,75
          b) AICS 1.127.416,75 610.924,44
          c) Local authorities 12.790,37 46.682,92
          d) OOII 334.785,81 317.236,68
          e) Ministry of Interior(Italy) 431.093,86 373.834,00
          f) 5x1000 123.031,20 105.384,74
          g) UNSC 110.121,44 99.902,92
          h) Council of Ministers (Italy) 120.421,28 0,00
          g) privates 694.091,75 819.837,58
                   Total 1 4.343.674,49 3.577.718,03
     2) for projects in Italy
          a) EU -2.300,00 11.064,13
          b) AICS 130.847,38 0,00
          c) Local authorities 12.535,71 12.538,70
          d) Mibact 5.415,00 0,00
          e) privates 4.000,00 11.889,35
                    Total 2 150.498,09 35.492,18
     3) Interventi Emergenza
          a) AICS 494.600,71 0,00
                    Total 3 494.600,71 0,00
     4) Eventi e Raccolta fondi  171.002,63 174.550,11
     5) altri proventi  336.429,08 432.932,04
                    TOTAL A 5.496.205,00 4.220.692,36
B) INCOMES FROM GENERAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
     1) EU 132.798,77 119.264,46
     2) AICS 199.031,30 66.123,49
     3) Ministry of Interior(Italy) 19.664,02 10.800,16
     4) Local authorities 1.837,91 6.055,85
     5) OOII 22.445,21 21.063,75
     6) Council of Ministers (Italy) 6.504,74 0,00
     7) Privates 10.574,04 0,00
                    TOTAL B 392.855,99 223.307,71
C) FINANCIAL AND CAPITAL CHARGES 
     1) Financial incomes 180,92 109,04
     2) Capital incomes 
                    TOTALE C 180,92 109,04

 TOTAL INCOMES 5.889.241,91 4.444.109,11

NEGATIVE OPERATING RESULT

BUDGET BALANCE 5.889.241,91 4.444.109,11

MANAGEMENT REPORT  2018
CHARGES

2018 2017
A) INCOMES FROM TYPICAL ACTIVITIES  
     1) for Developing countries
          a) EU 1.389.922,03 1.203.914,75
          b) AICS (Italian Agency Cooperation) 1.127.416,75 610.924,44
          c) Local authorities 12.790,37 46.682,92
          d) OOII 334.785,81 317.236,68
          e) Ministry of Interior(Italy) 431.093,86 373.834,00
          f) 5x1000 123.031,20 105.384,74
          g) UNSC 110.121,44 99.902,92
          h) Council of Ministers (Italy) 120.421,28 0,00
          i) privates 892.370,13 1.000.142,90
                    Total 1 4.541.952,87 3.758.023,35
     2) for projects in Italy
          a) EU -2.300,00 11.064,13
          b) AICS 130.847,38 0,00
          c) Local authorities 12.535,71 12.538,70
          d) Mibact 5.415,00 0,00
          e) privates 87.641,96 147.488,14
                    Total 2 234.140,05 171.090,97
     3) for emergency interventions  
          a) AICS 494.600,71 0,00
          b) privates                                                                    2.820,91 0,00
                    Total 3 497.421,62 0,00
     4) Events and fundraising   72.048,01 56.980,05
     5) Other incomes 41.012,98 0,00
                    TOTAL A 5.386.575,53 3.986.094,37
B) CHARGES FROM GENERAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
     1) Purchases 2.242,72 1.723,21
     2) For services 36.033,65 30.691,14
     3) Purchases for the use of third-party assets
     4) For the personnel 418.004,34 379.439,11
     5) Amoritzation and devaluation 5.036,86 2.932,44
     6) Provisions for risk and charges 
     7) Taxation 15.382,86 16.619,63
     8) Different charges 15.673,74 17.539,28
                    TOTAL B 492.374,17 448.944,81
C) FINANCIAL AND CAPITAL CHARGES 
     1) Financial incomes 6.631,36 6.819,50
     2) Capital incomes 
                    TOTAL C 6.631,36 6.819,50

TOTAL CHARGES 5.885.581,06 4.441.858,68

POSITIVE OPERATING RESULT 3.660,85 2.250,43

BUDGET BALANCE 5.889.241,91 4.444.109,11

On 5 June 2019 Analisi S.p.A. certified that CEFA's 
annual financial statement "provide a truthful and 
correct representation of the situation of CEFA's 
assets and liabilities and financial position'.
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IL BILANCIO

Project costs:
› 87% to developing countries  › 4% to Italy   

9% to emergencies
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CEFA Onlus
Via Lame 118
40122 Bologna
Tel +39 051 520285
info@cefaonlus.it

www.cefaonlus.it
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